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The Arena Tour for
your photo album
Pure fun and action! Experience the Zillertal Arena, which
extends across two Austrian states! Plus: 13 special
highlights you can literally take home with you!

Throughout the tour, we have included interactive
moments when your photo will be taken. For every
speedster who collects at least six of these points,
there will be a personal photo album waiting at the
end of the tour as a unique souvenir to take home!

This symbol always indicates a photo
point. Just stop for a moment and take
a snapshot. Your photos will be
included in your personal album at the
end of the route.

It’s as easy as that!
The Karspitzbahn cable car will
take you from Zell am Ziller right
to the heart of the camera
action. Now just follow the ski
runs indicated here. They will
lead you to the various photo
points, ski movie segments and
speed check segments. At the
end of the day, not only
Austria’s longest downhill run
awaits you, but also a photo
album as a lasting souvenir!
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iZillertal Arena App
This app brings you the current
weather forecasts, shows you
which lifts and ski runs are open
and lists the refreshment stops.
It also shows you exactly where
to find the nearest Wi-Fi
hotspot.

Legend

You’ve always wanted to see how you
look on a parallel turn? Wherever you
see this symbol on our ski run map,
there will be a ski movie segment
waiting to help you with your turns.
Just have a film taken and enjoy it again
at home.
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One thing to remember: it’s fun to
ski fast, but don’t forget the safety
aspect! Having said this: this
symbol marks runs on which your
speed will be measured. An
absolute must for all speed
junkies!

When you get off the Krimml X-Press, first
take a deep breath, then point your ski tips
towards the valley, and away you go! If you
take the ski runs numbered 22, 19, 11 and
10, you will be able to ski directly from the
summit to the valley. This is an incredible
1,930 metres of altitude.
Just count 1, 2, 3 and
then peeeeep!

Chairlift The chairlifts on this
tour take between 4 and 8
people.
Ski run numbers The ski run
numbers help you to find
your way around and the
colour indicates the grade of
difficulty. Blue: easy, Red:
intermediate, Black: difficult.
Mountain huts On this
circuit there are many
opportunities to stop off for
refreshments and get your
strength back between all
those meters of altitude.
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